
Hi guys! Ciao ragazzi!



My name is…

GIULIA 
MONGARDI



Who am I?

Hi guys! I’m Giulia, Giuli for friends. I’m 15 and I’m a creative girl.

I’m tall and thin, I’ve got green and I’m blonde, but differently from Matilde I’ve got
long hair. I hate my nose too, because it’s too big that people could sking above it.

I have been a volleyball player since I was 8 years old and I’m also a scout.



I’m quite shy but I try to make new friends, I like joking, particularly with Matilde, 
because she’s my deskmate.

I’m potterhead. 

I love reading and my favourite books and films are Harry Potter and Hunger Games. 



I’m very untidy so I lose my things very often. I love laughing, chewing bubble-gums, 
and eating hamburgers, chocolate (of course), French fries, ice cream…

When someone sees me always says: “OMG, she’s too thin, she has to eat more…blah
blah” but guys, trust me, I eat even too much.



My parents are divorced. Three days a week I stay with my dad in Imola, and the other
four days I stay with my mother in Castel del Rio, a small village near Imola.

I travel a lot with them, especially with my mother. We like visiting European cities, 
but my favourite city in the world is New York City, the big apple.



My name is…

MATILDE FUSELLA



Who am I?

Hi everybody I’m Matilde but you can call me Mati. I’m 15 and I like sweets, 
chocolate, donuts and candies! My family is composed by my dad, my mom and 

my younger brother. I attend the second year of secondary school and I study
languages. 

My brother and I



I play tennis and my idols are Novak Đoković and Serena Williams. In general I like
every type of sports, but particularly I like watching basketball matches a lot! I’m 

quite tall and thin, I’ve blond hair and green eyes, I don’t like my nose and my
mouth, because when I smile I don't like myself (I look like a mentally retarded). 



I’m sociable and I like joking with friends but I’m shy with people that I don’t 
know and sometimes I feel crazy!! I love making mess, and I'm a little bit 

untidy. I like reading books and watching movies. My favourite movies are 
Harry Potter saga, yes I'm a Potterhead, and I‘ve read all the books, but I like 
action and adventure movies too. My favourites TV series are The Big Bang 
Theory, American Horror Story, Game of Thrones, The 100 and Teen Wolf. I 

LOVE DYLAN O'BRIEN!! He's MINE! He's so handsome and funny! I like hanging 
out with friends, chatting and kidding. 



My name is…

SIMONA FALCONE



Who am I?
Hello! My name is Simona and I’m 15. I was born here in Imola and I live here too. In 

my spare time I like listening to music, in fact I listen to it whenever I can: when I 
go to school, when I come back home and even when I do my homework. I like 

pop music but also rock and blues. I love the sound of the 80s and 90s and I like to 
find new kind of music and look for new singers. I can play the flute but I would 

like to play the piano in the future. I also like going out with my friends especially 
on Saturdays, going for a walk or just hang out with them. 



I like going to the cinema with my friends, but I prefer going there with my father 
because we share the same passion for Science- fiction series and films and we like 
to talk about the film and the actors after watching one. I like sports and I watch it 
on TV. I love watching tennis and I don’t miss any important match. I play fit-boxe
twice a week. I like this sport because I think it’s rhythmic, technical and powerful 
and I can relax kicking the punching bag. I like the school and I like studying. My 
favourite subjects are English and Spanish. In my future I see myself running a 
successful business on art or music and I would like to use English in my job.



I live in Imola with my family. It’s composed by my two sisters and my parents. My 
elder sister is 19, her name’s Elena and she studies at university. I hope that she 

can find a good job in the future. I get on very well with her and we pass the most 
of the time together. We like to listen to music and going out together with her 
fiancée too. The other one is Vittoria and she’s my twin. She studies in another 

school in RioloTerme. We are very similar outside but we are the opposite about 
character. She is a chatter box, she’s always happy and positive while I’m the 

serious, reflective and the pessimistic of two. Anyway we feel the same emotions 
and we feel bad for each other when one of us doesn’t feel good. When we were 
little we liked to wear the same clothes to confuse people and sometimes we still 
do it! We have the same opinions almost everytime. We share the bedroom and 
we stay together 24 hours a day. At the end I have a good relationship with my 

parents and they help me whenever I can. They are the best.

(SORRY BUT I COULDN’T FIND ANY PHOTOS)



My name is…

VANESSA 

RUIZ MEDINA



Who am I?
Hi! My name is Vanessa and i'm 15 years old. 

I live in Imola, near Bologna, but I was born in Puerto Ordaz, in Venezuela, in fact my 
mum is Venezuelan while my dad is Italian. My mum works in a restaurant and my 

dad  travels a lot for his work and for this I don't see him very usually. 
Unfortunately I'm only child .

I'm skinny and not very tall girl. About my character, I'm a closed person, but I'm a 
friendly and  nice with my friends.

I 've a dog, Trixie, she's a Jack Russel Parson. 



I love animals, but my favourite animals are horses, in fact in my free time I do horse 
riding 3 times a week. My horse is called Newton and  he's quite tall  and he's all 

brown with a white blot on his forehead. My favourite hobbies are:  photography,  
fashion and drawing.

Last Christmas, my mum gave me a reflex. Especially, I like photograph people, indeed 
I would like to become a fashion photographer or however travel the world and 

make pictures. 

I like fashion too. My favourite stylist is Yves Saint Laurant because I adore his style in 
50's and  I like the history of his career, even if his dresses are too much expensive.

Another hobby is drawing and my favourite painter is Vincent Van Gogh, and my 
favourite picture is "Starry night" ,because the principal colors are blue and yellow 

and I love painting technique of Van Gogh.



My name is…

JULIA RYDZYK



Who am I?
Hi! My name is Julia, I'm 16, I'm from Poland but I have lived in Italy since I was 7 with 

my parents and my sister. I've got blonde hair and blue eyes, I'm not very tall. I 
think most of the time I'm kind and generous with other people, but if I don't like
someone, I can't hide it. I like sincere people. This is my second year in Alessandro 

da Imola high school, I think it's okay, I study what I always want to study, 
languages. My favourite subjects are English and Italian, but I don't really like

Maths because I always have problems to understand it. 



I have practised Ballet since I was 9, and I love it because dancing makes me happy, 
but sometimes it is really difficult and you have to do a lot of work to be good. I 

have a show every two years with my school and sometimes I do some 
competitions, it is a little stressful but at the end it is always a big satisfaction. In 

my free time I like reading and writing and sleeping (I sleep a lot). I love listening to 
music (specially rap) because it really relaxes me and when something goes wrong, 

listening to music is the best way for a smile. 



I love going out with my friends, because they always make me laugh and we always
have a good time together. Usually we go to the cinema or to the disco. 

Sometimes we gather in one of us house and we watch a film or we just talk about
this and that. I really like watching films, about everything, mostly about love or 
about daily problems, in fact my favourite fims are "The Notebook"  and "Love, 

Rosie". I love drinking coffee or tea, eating Polish food (because I don't eat it really
often) ,going to long walks and my idol is Cara Delevigne because I think she's

perfect in everything.



I live in Italy with my parents and my sister, the rest of my relatives live in Poland so I 
can't see them really often, I go to Poland during the summer or during Christmas 
holidays. I miss them so much. I've got a dog, his name's Gipsy, he's a Shih tzu and 
he's 5. He's a friendly and quiet dog. He always wants to play with his ball and he's 

always hungry (like me). I think I've told everything so… Bye! Nice to meet you
guys :)



SEE YOU SOON!


